
 
 
Case Study:  

Video Surveillance for Airport Perimeter Security 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Company Overview: 

This regional airport is a vital component of central Florida’s economy. It provides convenient 
access to all of the region’s major highways, putting the majority of the area’s business centers 
and personal destinations within minutes of the airport, as well as offering many services to the 
community, including law enforcement, air ambulance, search/rescue capabilities. It provides 24 
hour service, an FAA air traffic control tower, and full ILS capability and boasts a convenient, 
central location, quality approaches and the ability to handle quick take-offs when required.  

 

Situation: 

There are two significant issues that needed to be addressed at this regional airport. First, 
unauthorized aircraft were able to land undetected on the airfield at night, strip equipment off 
grounded planes, and then leave without being identified or apprehended by airport security. 
Second, electronic gates along the perimeter of the airport often lost power, allowing 
unauthorized ground access to the airport property. Because these gates use electronic 
keypads and magnetic locks, any interruption in power would cause the gates to fail to remain 
locked until power was restored.   

 

Challenge: 

To reduce unauthorized airport access, via air or ground, the installation of video surveillance 
equipment was a logical solution. The greatest challenge was the lack of availability of remote 
and/or reliable power.  The closest power source was 1/4 mile away, so a camera placed in this 
location would be too far to provide clear detail for accurate suspect identification. Trenching 
new fiber to all of the remote camera sites was not economically feasible.  
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Solution: 

Solis Energy stepped in to provide an affordable power solution to reduce unauthorized entry of 
both planes and ground vehicles. Solis Energy's Solar Power Plants (SPP12250-314) were 
installed to power the infrared cameras and wireless video encoders exactly where they were 
required for optimum visibility - along the taxiways. The airport now had 24/7 views of all 
runways and unauthorized aircrafts could now be identified immediately upon landing within the 
airport grounds. 

At the back perimeter gates, a different solution was needed. To alleviate the concern of gates 
unlocking due to a loss of power, Solis Energy  installed their Outdoor Uninterruptible Power 
Sources (UPS12030) at each gate to ensure continuous power. Now, if power outages occurred 
throughout the airport, the UPS powers the gate and keypad, keeping it functional and locked 
until full grid power is restored. Additionally the UPS protects the electronics from the ever-
present dips and spikes of grid power. 

Because of the strategic location of this new surveillance system, airport security is able to 
quickly and easily view clear, detailed video of airport traffic to better monitor unauthorized 
landings. Also, power is guaranteed to keep gates locked and free from unauthorized entry 
while staying within the airports budget. 

 

 


